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I. Physical Description 

This memo describes the physical properties of the currently 

operating N-Center wide band neutrino beam - commonly called the 

triplet train, following a past tradition of a triplet lens 

configuration. In reality, in order to gain a larger momentum 

acceptance and to m inimize the angular divergence of the beam, a 

quadruplet beam (4 lenses) employing point-to-parallel optics at a 

central momentum of 300 CeV was built. 

Figure 1 shows a simplified sketch of the beam as it is installed 

in enclosure NW1 , as well as the previous switchyard enclosure, G2. As 

the primary proton beam enters G2, it is climbing up at an angle of 

1 Omr. The NLAMS in G2 provide a split between beam to the NEast line 

(when off) and to the NCenter line when on, adding an additional 3mr of 

upward bend. Trims are located in the downstream end of G2 (NC0H and 

NC0V) in order to make small steering corrections to the beam as it 

enters NW1 , some 500’ further downstream. Because the NEast line does 

not contain any focussing elements until the downstream end of MWl, the 
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G2 quads Q120 and Q121 are set to provide a nearly parallel focus into 

NW?. 

In NWI, the nine EPB dipoles comprising NClDE remove the 13mr of 

upward bend and direct the beam onto a chord through the earth which 

uses the target location (2=3040* ) and a point near the neutrino 

detectors (Z=8200’) as its two end points. The trim NCIHR provides 

small horizontal steering corrections, The pretarget quads NClQl , 

NClQ2A,B and NClQ3 are set to provide a 2mm spot size on the neutrino 

production target NClTGT. After the target, the train quads NClQ4, 

NClQ5, NC186 and NClQ7 (all 44120's) are set to provide point to 

parallel optics at a central design momentum of 300 GeV. Immediately 

following the target is a 12' long 6” x 6” water cooled collimator with 

a 3.5” x i .5” (HXV) aperture to provide shielding for these downstream 

magnetic elements. 

The primary protons which do not interact in the target are 

transported along with the secondary beam to a dump at the end of the 

decay pipe. Following the last magnetic element on the train is 250’ 

of 12" diameter pipe which extends to the downstream end of NWl. 

Installed in the 6’ diameter sewer pipe where past neutrino trains were 

housed is a 200’ long vacuum train of 16” diameter pipe. At this point 

the beam enters the 30” diameter decay pipe which extends to a Z of 

4800' where the hadron beam dumps are located. A detailed drawing Of 

the train elements alone is given in Figure 2. 
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Beamline instrumentation includes SWICS (segmented wire ionization 

chambers) and wire SEMS (essentially SWICS which operate without a gas 

medium) to give information on primary beam steering and size (See 

Appendix I). In the decay pipe at a Z=4100' (the llexpansion port”) 2 

devices give information about the secondary beam steering, a 7mm 

copper strip SWIC and a I6 I1 diameter split plate ion chamber providing 

four signals - east, west, top and bottom. Located in the berm at Z 

locations of 5020’, 5183', 5418' and 6232’) respectively, are 6’ x 6’ 

copper strip swics (1.5" wide strips) used to measure the muon flux 

produced during the hadronic decays. Primary proton beam intensities 

are measured with 3 separate devices located in the upstream end of 

NW1 ; a SEM, a toroid and an RF cavity. Further information about the 

beam monitoring system can be found in Reference 1. 

The NCenter beam is also used to provide a primary proton 

transport system for slow spill beam to the NWest production target 

located in the decay pipe at Z=4600’. In order to provide a reasonable 

spot size on target for this slow spill beam, the neutrino production 

target was made moveable, travelling in and out (a total travel of 3”) 

in = l/2 second about each fast spill, using a gear linkage system 

driven by a Slo-syn motor mounted exterior to the radiation shielding. 

Figures 3A, B show the target construction and Appendix II gives 

details of the target readout. Different focusing conditions are 

necessary for fast and slow spill beams, so that quads NClQ2A,B run at 

low currents for slow spill and pulse to a high level for each fast 

spill. In addition, because of the different trajectories followed by 
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the fast and slow spills, steering correction magnets and a small wide 

aperture bending magnet located at the end of the train (NWlW) also 

change levels between slow and fast spills. Details on magnet currents 

are given in Appendix III. 

The train is currently shielded to accept a flux of 101' 800 GeV 

II. Beam Properties 

The wide band neutrino beam has no bending magnets after the 

target, so in principle it transports all momenta from 0 up to the 

primary proton momentum. Not all momenta have the same angular 

acceptance, however. We have chosen a central design momentum of 300 

GeV, and used two programs to study the physical properties of the beam 

- DECAY TURTLE3 and NUADA4, both employing a particle production model 

based on data taken at CERN5. For DECAY TURTLE, we generated rays over 

a phase space of 6mr x 6mr, 90% Ap/p. The acceptance of the beam was a 

very slow function of proton spot size on target, out to a 6mm x 6mm 

spot. Figures 4 and 5 show the angular acceptance of the beam as a 

function of momentum bite for the horizontal and vertical planes, 

respectively. Figure 6 and 7 show the secondary beam divergence in the 

horizontal and vertical planes, respectively. Figures 8 and 9 show the 

spatial distribution of muons from 71 and k decay, respectively, in the 

first muon SWIC. 
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Neutrino fluxes and event rates are predicted using NDADA. 

Figures IO, 11 and 12 compare wide band beam neutrino fluxes and narrow 

band beam fluxes at primary proton energies of 800, 900 and 1000 GeV, 

respectively. Table I gives event rates in a lm radius detector of 

mass 100 tons per 1OL3 protons on target for each of these different 

primary moment a. (It should be pointed out that recent measurements6 

have determined that additional berm shielding will be necessary for 

primary energies in excess of 800 GeV, probably in the form of a high Z 

material such as lead located early in the shield). Finally, Figure 13 

shows neutrino and anti-neutrino event rates at 800 GeV in the wide 

band beam, for a 1 .35m radius detector. 
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Table I 

CC Neutrino and AntiNeutrino Event Rates/1013 protons in a 100 ton lm 

Radius Detector as a Function of Primary Proton Energy. 

Proton Energy Neutrino Event Rate Anti-Neutrino 
Event Rate 

800 GeV 7.84 1.25 

900 GeV 10.24 1.73 

1000 GeV 12.75 2.28 
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Figure Captions 

1. Overview of enclosure NW1 , which contains the neutrino beam, 
as well as the previous switchyard enclosure C2. 

2. Detailed drawing of wide band beam elements. 

3A.B. Neutrino production target construction. 

4. Horizontal angular acceptance vs. momentum bite. 

5. Vertical angular acceptance vs. momentum bite. 

6. Horizontal beam divergence. 

7. Vertical beam divergence. 

8. Spatial distribution of Muons from a decay in the first muon 
swic. 

9. Spatial distribution of muons from K decay in the first muon 
swic. 

10. Wide band and narrow band neutrino beam fluxes at 800 GeV. 
(lm radius). 

11. Wide band and narrow band neutrino beam fluxes at 900 GeV. 
(lm radius). 

12. Wide Band and Narrow band neutrino beam fluxes at 1000 GeV. 
(lm radius). 

13. Neutrino and Anti-Neutrino event rates at 800 GeV in the wide 
band beam. (I .35m radius). 
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APPENDIX 1 

SWICS and Wire SEMS in NW1 

The following beam position monitors will be present in enclosure 
NW1 for the upcoming run. All motions are in/out only, and should be 
on automatic timers to remove swics from the beam after 30 minutes. 
The wire sems (NClWSl and NClWS3) are not moveable. SWICS NClWC3 and 
NClWC3A are attached to a single horizontal drive with a swic at each 
side of a blank space. Motion will be between NClWC3 in and the blank 
space. NClWC3A is to be considered a spare, which can be switched in 
instead of NClWC3 remotely using a switch in the G3 blockhouse. 

Device 

N00WCl (G2) 
NClWCl 
NClWC2 
NClWSl 
NClWS3 
NC1 WC3 
NClWC3A 
NElWCl 
NElWC2 

Wire Spacing 

2mm 
0.5mm 
0.5mm 
0.5mm 
0.5mm 
0.5mm 
0.5mm 

2mm 
0.5mm 

LS:mnm 
c: R. Sood/T. Murphy 

G. Tassotto/A. Malensek 
R. Trendier/D. Carpenter 
V. Frohne/G. Koizumi 
R. Stefanski 

Type 

vacuum box style (VBS) 
VBS 
VBS 

Wire Sem 
Wire Sem 
Air swic 
Air swic 

VBS 
VBS 
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APPENDIX II 

NClTGT Target Motion 

The NC beamline serves two functions in the coming run. One is to 
provide a high flux neutrino beam during fast spill(s) to the neutrino 
experiments located at the end of the berm. For this mode of operation 
the NW1 targt NCITGT must be in the beam. 

A second function of the NC beam is to provide slow spill test 
beam to users located in NWA. For most of the test beam users, a high 
quality, well focussed proton beam is needed to produce secondaries off 
the NW3 target. For this mode of operation, the NCITGT target must be 
out of the beam. 

In order to provide both modes of operation (out for slow, in for 
fast spill or in all the time), the following controls have been 
implemented. 

There are 2 named devices which control the target motion. These 
are NClTGTPLS ("pulsed") and NCITGTSTA ("static"). 

NClTGTPLS IN enables rapid cycling 0 = out 
of the target in and out 15 = In 
of the beam in a total 
time of = 0.5 sec. The 
time(s) at which this 
motion commences is (are) 
selected using 091T timing module 
NClTGTTIM. Each timing 
pulse should precede the 
fast spill time by 0.2795 sec. 

NCITGTPLS OUT disables the rapid cycling 
mode and enables the 
static mode. 

NClTGTSTA IN moves the target into the 
beam and it remains there 
until a futher command 
is issued (NCITGTPLS must be out). 



NCITGTSTA OUT removes the target from 
the beam and it remains 
there until a further 
command is issued (NCITGTPLS must be out). 

Timing module NClTGTTIM controls the time at which the target is 
driven into the beam for pulsed operation and also selects times at 
which a sample.and hold records the target position. 

NClTGTTIM.PHA = 5 Selects T5 phase offset 

.OFF(O) 

.OFF(l) 

.OFF(2) 

.OFF(3) 

should be set 0.2795 set 
before each fast spill 
spike to commence 

target motion 

.OFF(4) 

.OFF(5) 

.OFF(6) 

.OFF(7) 

should be set to the 
time of fast spill 
for the sample and 

hold readouts 

Readouts available are 

NClTGTLl 
L2 
L3 
L4 

LVDT readouts (voltage) 
for the fast spill 

In = 10 Volts 
OUT = 0 volts 

NCITGTInl 
IN2 
IN3 
IN4 

Limit switch readouts 
for the fast spill 

In = 0 volts 
OUT = 5 volts 

NCITGT LVDT readout (continuous) 

For most times, the target should be operating in a pulsed mode. 
During shutdowns, target pulsing should be disabled in order to prolong 
the life of this device. 

As this device is complicated to operate and because incorrect 
operation may result in a substantial loss of beam time, it shall 
remain under the sole control of the beamline operators until further 
notice by me. 

c: R. Sood/R. Trendler 
D. Sorensen/V. Frohne/R. Stefanski 
T. Murphy/A. Malensek/G. Koizumi 
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SUPPIY 

* NCBH 
* NC0V 

NClQl 
NClQ2A 
NClQ2B 
NClQ3 
NCIDE 

* NCIHR 
* NClVR 

NClQ'4 
NC185 
NC186 
NClQ7 
NWlW 

* NE0H 
* NEBV 

NElED 
* NElVR 

NEIDW 
* NElH 
* NEIV 
* NElQl 
* NElQ2 

APPENDIX III 

Operating Currents for NW1 

Current(Amps) 

100 
100 

78.6 

c 
26.4 Slow 
71.6 Fast 
47.9 
1206.8 

100 
100 

988.2 
768.7 
598.4 
532.7 
3320 

100 
100 

1280.5 
100 

3377.4 
100 
100 
100 
100 

Polarity 

+ 7. east 
+ + up 
H Focus 
V Focus 
V Focus 
V Focus 
down & east 
+ + east 
+ -t up & west 
H Focus 
V Focus 
H Focus 
V Focus 
West 
+ -f east 
+ + up 
east & down 
+ + up Px east 
down & west 
+ -* east 
+ -f up 
H Focus 
V Focus 

1) Note: The stars (*> imply trims or quads whose running currents 
will vary. These values are for power tests only. 
When beam begins, start these at zero current. 

2) Note: NClQ2A'and NClQ2B should be power tested to their fast spill 
values. 



3) Note: SWYD supplies not unaer Research Division control should have 
the following values: 

SUPPlY Current(Amps) Polarity 

8103 7.7 
Q120,120A 50.8 
Q121,121A 52.1 
HV120 82.7 
NLAM 1448.8 

V Focus 
H Focus 
V Focus 
Up & west 

UP 

LS:mnm 
c: R. Sood/T. Murphy 

L. Beverly/A. Malensek 
R. Trendier/G. Koizumi 
V. Frohne/S. Childress 
R. Stefanski 
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